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Gen 6:1–4 is one of the most intriguing and obscure texts of the Hebrew 
Bible. The story it tells is set within the realm of the antediluvian world, 

which was already suffering consequences of the earlier disobedience of Adam 
and Eve. Gen 6:1–4 is a  report on one of many abuses to the cosmic order 
created by God. Mysterious figures of sons of God take wives for themselves 
from among women (daughters of men) on earth. In reaction to this the Creator 
puts limits to human lifespan. Finally nefilim are born to this world. They are 
the offspring of the earlier mentioned unions. They are not less mysterious 
than their fathers. As far as the interpretation of the story is concerned the key 
problem has always been the identity of the sons of God. The following study 
will present a spectrum of difficulties and solutions offered over the centuries 
for the interpretation of the sons of God periscope. 

1. Gen 6:1–4 – text and composition

The story is in fact one of the shortest in the Hebrew Bible. Authors differ in 
judging its literary value. For instance J. Westermann considered it “cracked 
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„Nomos” i „ho nomos” w Liście do Rzymian

W swych Listach apostoł Paweł posługuje się terminem „Prawo” z rodzajnikiem 
i bez rodzajnika. Częściej termin pojawia się w tej drugiej postaci. W starożyt-
ności miał na to zwrócić uwagę Orygenes. Informacja pochodzi jednak z drugiej 
ręki 1. Orygenes sugerował, aby za Prawo Starego Przymierza uważać jedynie „ho 
nomos”. Formę bez rodzajnika należy – jego zdaniem – rozumieć w innych zna-
czeniach. Uczeni podzielają opinię, że nie ma jasnej zasady, wedle której apostoł 
by postępował 2. W tym przyczynku postaramy się przyjrzeć temu zagadnieniu 
w Liście do Rzymian3.

1. Co Paweł rozumiał przez termin „prawo”?

W tej chwili nie interesuje nas postać rodzajnikowa terminu ani jej odwrotność, 
lecz samo znaczenie słowa „prawo”. Chodzi o to, co apostoł rozumie pod tym 
terminem. Poza wyjątkami nie precyzuje on, że chodzi o Prawo Mojżeszowe 
(1 Kor 9,9; Rz 10,5.19). Możemy jednak przyjąć, że dla jego adresatów było 
zupełnie jasne, że ma na myśli Prawo Starego Przymierza. Wynika to z konteks-
tu wypowiedzi. Wokół owego Prawa toczyła się w ówczesnym chrześcijaństwie 
ożywiona dyskusja i to ono było przedmiotem jego dociekań. Dlatego kiedy 
mówi o Prawie, w pierwszej kolejności ma na myśli Prawo Starego Przymierza. 
Z pomocą przychodzi Septuaginta, która trzy wieki wcześniej tłumaczyła Prawo 
Mojżeszowe tym samym greckim terminem „nomos”. Apostoł pozostał więc 
w nurcie pewnej tradycji. Tam, gdzie chodzi mu o prawo w innym znaczeniu, 
można to ustalać z kontekstu wypowiedzi. Nie zamierzał przecież wprowadzić 
swych adresatów w błąd. Pisząc do świata greckiego, posłużył się terminem 

1 Zob. w: W. Sanday, A.C. Headlam, Th e Epistle to the Romans, ICC, Edinburgh 1908, 
s. 58.

2 J.H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol. 3, Edinburgh 1963, s. 117; 
H. Räisänen, Paul and the Law, WUNT 29, Tübingen 1983, s. 17; J.D.G. Dunn, Th e Th eology 
of Paul the Apostle, London–New York 2003, s. 132 –133.

3 Artykuł omawiający zagadnienie we wszystkich Listach apostoła ukaże się w RB 58 
(2011).
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erratic boulder”1. For H. Gunkel it was “a torso” or “a fragment”2. Consequently 
both authors did not give much of a credit to the literary value of Gen 6:1–4. That 
opinion seems to be shared by many contemporary authors as well3. Sometimes 
though one may find quite contrary opinions. For example S. Fockner holds 
that the unit at stake “presents itself as a  carefully structured, unified text”4. 
D. L. Petersen argues for the story to be a complete and coherent narrative. His 
arguments are quite persuasive and I am very much in favor of them. 

Petersen points out to the fact that even though the story is short it contains 
a complete plot. The action is first placed in a temporal setting, then the sons 
of God see women and take them for their wives. As a result to this sequence 
Yahweh enters the stage and puts limits to human lifespan. From then on humans 
would not live longer than 120 years. “The narrative may be compressed, but 
it is in no way a fragmentary plot. The verses comprise a complete narrative 
structure”5.

For Petersen the story reaches its climax when God enters the stage. One 
might expect his intervention only after the wives of the sons of God gave 
birth to the nefilim, because that’s presumably the main concern for Yahweh. 
Considering the image of God who is in control of everything in this world the 
order of the verses may seem somewhat strange. However, Petersen argues, the 
sequence of the events in the narration is meant to emphasize the direct answer 
of Yahweh to the situation that fell out of control when his heavenly helpers 
went down to earth. God is acting preventively6. 

Finally Petersen observes that Gen 6:1–4 belongs to the narrations in the 
antediluvian history, which move from state x, through action and punishment 
to state y. It was first C. Westermann to discover this pattern. He called the 
stories containing it Schuld–Strafe (sin–punishment) stories (cf. Gen 2:4b–3:24; 
4:1–16; 6:1–4; 6:5–7:24; 11:1–9). Typical to their structure is „the violation, 
speech of condemnation and punishment”. There are however a few things that 
differ in Gen 6:1–4 from the standard form determined by Westerman. First 

 1 Cf. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel (Eng. trans.), Edin-
burgh 1885, 317.
 2 Cf. H. Gunkel, Genesis übersetzt und erklärt, HKAT, Göttingen 1901, 59.
 3 Cf. R. S. Hendel, Of Demigods and the deluge Toward an Interpretation of Genesis 
6:1–4, JBL 106.1 (1987) 13–26 [14].
 4 Cf. S. Fockner, Reopening the discussion: another contextual look at the sons of God, 
JSOT 32.4 (2008) 435–456 [455].
 5 Cf. D. L. Petersen, Genesis 6:1–4, Yahweh and the Organization of the Cosmos, 
JSOT 13 (1979) 47–64 [48].
 6 Cf. ibidem, 48.
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of all, in Gen 6:1–4 there is no punishment per se. A speech of condemnation 
and punishment were combined into one single “speech act”. Secondly, even 
though no man or men are guilty here, humanity is the party judged. Thirdly, 
as we earlier observed, the typical sequence of completed action followed by 
punishment has been inverted. Such deviation from the expected classical form 
is an example of irony, a situation in which what we expect is reversed totally, 
a situation in which what is said conveys a criticism of the implicit incongruity. 
Hence Gen 6:1–4 is not only ironic in tone, but also in form. In short, from 
the literary perspective, Gen 6:1–4 is a complete narrative which is couched in 
ironic tone, and is, as well, an ironic version of a genre typical to the primeval 
history, the Schuld–Strafe story7. 

Consequently I don’t agree with the claims that the story we deal with here 
is incomplete or that due to its alleged incongruity makes any analyses futile. 
Nevertheless, a challenge to exegetical explanations is still there. It is basically 
related to the identity of the sons of God. It was not difficult to note that Petersen 
believed that they were divine beings – i.e. angels. This is actually one of the two 
main approaches to the whole issue of the sons of God’s identity in Gen 6:1–4 
that have developed over the centuries. 

2. The identity of the sons of God in Gen 6:1–4

In 1972 C. Westerman in his commentary on the Book of Genesis suggested that 
the discussion on the interpretation of Gen 6:1–4 was closed. The sons of God 
were to be viewed as angels and the whole story was supposed to be a mythical 
insertion that originally developed without any connection to the Flood account. 
According to Westerman those who did not accept this consensus betrayed 
“dogmatic biases”8. This authoritative statement however has not stopped the 
discussion on the subject. Twelve years later R. C. Newman commented on the 
state of affairs related to the interpretation of our story speaking of “a strange 
status quo”. He observed: “Liberal theologians who deny the miraculous, claim 
the account pictures a supernatural liaison between divine beings and humans. 
Conservative theologians, though believing implicitly in angels and demons, 
tend to deny the passage any such import”9.

 7 Cf. ibidem, 48–49. 
 8 C. Westermann, Genesis 1–11, Darmstadt 1972, 74.
 9 R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, „Grace Theological Journal” 
5.1 (1984) 13–36 [13]. C. M. Kaminski, Beautiful Women or ‘False Judgment’? Interpreting 
Genesis 6.2 in the Context of the Primaeval History, JSOT 32.4 (2008) 457–473 [458], holds 
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Finally G. J.  Wenham noted that there have been three most serious 
interpretations concerning the identity of the sons of God among contemporary 
exegetes:
 a)  angelic – they supernatural beings such as angels, demons or spirits;
 b)  royal – they are mighty, superior men such as kings or rulers;
 c)  traditional Sethite – they are godly men, descendants of Seth, as opposed 

to godless descendants of Cain10.

It may also be repeated after R. C. Newman that there are in fact two kinds 
of interpretations: “supernatural” (seeing supernatural creatures in the sons of 
God) and “nonsupernatural” (considering the sons of God as humans)11. I will 
follow this distinction in my paper. 

2.1. Supernatural (angelic) interpretation

This interpretation is the oldest and still the most supported among 
contemporary commentators. There are three arguments used in support 
of it: first, there are other texts in the Old Testament where sons of God is 
a designation for godlike creatures (cf. Ps 29:1; Hb 1:6). Secondly, in Gen 6:1–4 
there is clearly contrast between sons of God and daughters of men, where the 
latter most surely represent the human race. Thirdly, in the Ugaritic pantheon 
sons of God were members of the divine board and it is very probable that in 
Gen 6:1–4 the expression is used in a  similar sense12. Of course, among the 
supporters of this interpretation the most common claim is that those godlike 
beings are just angels. J. E. Coleran believes that other biblical texts favor that 
very understanding of the sons of God as angels. On the other hand he observes 
that the idea of people being sons of God is quite common in the Old Testament. 
God calls Israel his “first born son” (Ex 4:22; Deut 14:1; 32:5; Ps 72:15)13.

K. Coblentz Bautch notes that already three centuries before Christ 
that interpretation was attested to in some apocalyptic writings. It is clearly 
reflected in the myth of the fallen watchers (angels), which we find in first book 
belonging to Corpus Henochicum, namely in the Book of Watchers. The latter 
in its present form was composed around the third century before Christ and 

that „most scholars agree that the beauty of the daughters of humankind is central to the 
story”.
 10 Cf. G. J. Wenham, Genesis 1–15 (WBC 1; Nashville 1987) 139–140. 
 11 Cf. R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 13.
 12 G. J. Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 139.
 13 J. E. Coleran, The sons of God in Genesis 6,2, 495
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probably contains even older traditions. The story clearly draws on the account 
of Gen 6:1–4, but it also significantly differs from it14. For instances, in Gen 6:1–
4 there is no mention of any punishment for the sons of God, whereas the Book 
of Watchers presents an extended story about a condemnation of the watchers 
who came down to earth15. A. Y. Reed speaks even here of a “radical departure 
from Genesis’ view of antediluvian history as the progressive alienation of sinful 
humans from their good Creator (Gen 1–9)”16. R. S. Hendel sees some other 
differences – particularly related to the way the sons of God and the watchers are 
portrayed in respective accounts. First or all, “the sons of God are not depicted 
as rebels in Gen 6:1–4, neither are they punished. Second, the sexual mingling 
with mortal women is not explicitly condemned”17.

The Book of Jubilees is another example of the literature which echoes the 
Genesis account. It contains a  similar version of the watchers descent onto 
earth as that of the Book of Watchers’. Even though it differs in some aspects 
from the latter’s account it preserved the same understanding of the creatures 
at stake – i.e. they are angels (cf. Jub 4–5). Finally that very same understanding 
– seems to be attested to in the New Testament (cf. 2 Pet 2:4,5; Jude 6)18.

In this context the testimony of the LXX is worth mentioning. The Greek 
translators rendered the Hebrew phrase ~yhil{a/h ynEB. sons of God literally as oi` 
ui`oi. tou/ qeou/ the sons of God. On the other hand, the corrector in the Codex 
Alexandrinus (4th century A.D.) changed it into oi` a;ggeloi the angels19. That 
latter reading is also supported by Philo and Josephus (1st century A.D.)20. 

 14 J. T.  Milik, The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4, Oxford 
1976, 31, suggested that Gen 6:1–4 was dependent on account from the Book of Watchers 
(1 Enoch 6–11). This opinion, however, has been widely rejected (cf. A. Y. Reed, Fallen An-
gels and the History of Judaism and Christianity. The Reception of Enochic Literature [Cam-
bridge 2005] 53).
 15 K. Coblentz Bautch, Heavenly Beings Brought Low, 462.
 16 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 53.
 17 Hendel, Of Demigods and the deluge Toward an Interpretation of Genesis 6:1–4, 16.
 18 R. C. Newman The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 17.
 19 J. E. Coleran, The sons of God in Genesis 6,2, 487.
 20 R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, „Grace Theological Journal” 
5.1 (1984) 13–36 [15]. Ch. Begg, Angels in the Work of Flavius Josephus, in: F. V. Reiterer, 
T. Nicklas, K. Schöpflin (ed.), Angels. The Concept of Celestial Beings – Origins, Development 
and Reception, Deuterocanonical and Cognate Literature. Yearbook 2007 (Walter de Gruy-
ter–Berlin–New York 2007) 525– 553 [529], observes: “Josephus’ initial mention of angels 
comes in Ant. 1.73 where, in line with a LXX reading in Gen 6:2, he alludes to ‘angels of 
God’ who generate hybrid beings (‘giants’ 6:4) with human women. While Josephus does 
thus reproduce the Bible’s attribution of such a questionable activity to certain God–linked 
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One must admit though that the reports of Philo and Josephus are ambiguous, 
which will be dealt with later in this paper. It is undeniable though that 
Jewish exegetes from the pre–Rabbinic period mostly interpreted Gen 6:1–4 
as echoing the descent of the fallen watchers onto earth – hence they gave an 
angelic interpretation to the passage21. 

In the second and third centuries A.D. the angelic (supernatural) 
interpretation was prevailing among virtually all Christian exegetes22. One may 
indicate only a few of them: Justin Martyr (+160 A.D.), Tatian (110–172 A.D.), 
Tertulian (160–220 A.D.); Lactantius (240–320 A.D.)23.

The interpretation seeing angels in the sons of God has some considerable 
weak points. Already W. H. Green pointed out that “the whole conception of 
sexual life, as connected with God or angels, is absolutely foreign to Hebrew 
thought” and has no parallels in the Bible24. Hence for many commentators 
this “angelic interpretation” of Gen 6:1–4 is untenable25. They would rather 
see in the sons of God a particular category of men. This was eventually the 
interpretation which Judaism and then Christianity accepted. 

2.2. Nonsupernatural (anthropological) interpretation

The angelic interpretation of Gen 6:1–4 lost its attractiveness in the Jewish 
circles since the second century A.D. It gave way to a  nonsupernatural 
– anthropological interpretation of the sons of God26. A. Y. Reed sees the 
beginning of the process already in the Book of Jubilees which by distancing 

angels, he does not take over the accompanying biblical motivation for this, namely, the 
angels’ seeing that the women were ‘fair’. In this instance, Josephus envisages angels as enga-
ging in a very human and physical activity, copulation”.
 21 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 82.
 22 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 148. For a broad presentation of the sources cf. J. C. Van-
derKam, 1 Enoch, Enochic Motifs, and Enoch in Early Christian Literature, in: J. C. Vander-
Kam, W. Adler (ed.), The Jewish Apocalyptic Heritage in Early Christianity (CRINT III.4; 
Minneapolis 1996) 33–101 [62–84].
 2 Cf. J. C. VanderKam, 1 Enoch, Enochic Motifs, and Enoch in Early Christian Literatu-
re, 63–65.67–70.84; R. C. Newman The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 21–22.
 24 W. H. Green, The Unity of the Book of Genesis, New York 1897, 54.
 25 Cf. e.g. L. Birney, An Exegetical Study of Genesis 6,1–4, 45. 
 26 Cf. J.  Dochhorn, The Motif of the Angels’ Fall in Early Judaism, in: F. V. Reiterer, 
T. Nicklas, K. Schöpflin (ed.), Angels. The Concept of Celestial Beings – Origins, Development 
and Reception, Deuterocanonical and Cognate Literature. Yearbook 2007, (Walter de Gruy-
ter–Berlin–New York 2007), 477–495 [479–480].
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heaven from evil makes the wicked angels look more like “wayward men”27 
J. Dochhorn mentions Symmachus who claimed that ~yhil{ah ynEB. were oi` ui`oi. 
tw/n dunasteuo,ntwn the sons of the powerful or sons of the rulers and Rabbi 
Simeon ben Yohai (A.D. 130–160) who cursed anyone translating the expression 
as sons of the gods instead of sons of the judges (hynyyd nb)28. Newman notes that 
according to R. Simeon b. Yohai the reason they were given the title sons of God 
was their long lifespan. According to Rabbi Judan (A.D. 325) those noblemen 
took virgins – who were at the same time just married to other man. It was 
supposed to be the noblemen’s privilege to enjoy the bride before the bride–
groom could. Finally he interpreted the expression “whomever they chose” 
as an indication that they indulged in homosexuality and bestiality29.

That allegorical interpretation is also attested in Aramaic Targums 
(eg. Targum Neofiti, Targum of Onqelos). In short the sons of God would be 
understood here as rulers–kings or nobles30. J. E. Coleran believes that further 
discussions on the meaning of the expression sons of God may contribute 
a lot from at least a brief consideration of the possible senses of elohim in Old 
Testament usage. After a short presentation of those senses he concludes that 
the word at stake can designate the true God or false gods. There are texts 
though where elohim seems to denote other divine beings who are under God 
(angels) or humans – mostly judges and rulers (Ex 21:6; 22:27; 1 Sam 2:25)31.

Newman speaks here of an allegorical interpretation. Among its 
representatives he also mentions Philo of Alexandria who considered sons 
of God in Gen 6:1–4 God–oriented persons who fell and become earth–centered 
persons “by consorting with vice and passion (daughters of men)”32. They were 
for him simply “a symbol of the sensual pleasures (On the Giants 6.1)”33. At any 

 27 Cf. A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 90.
 28 Cf. J. Dochhorn, The Motif of the Angels’ Fall in Early Judaism, 480.
 29 Cf. R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 26. A. Y. Reed, Fallen An-
gels, 209, notes: “In the interpretations of Gen 6:2–4 in Gen.Rab. 26.5–7, their human iden-
tity is presumed throughout. The question is not whether these sons of God are men, but 
why Scripture calls these men sons of God: Why are they called sons of God? R. Hanina and 
Resh Lakish both said: Because they had long lives [lit. multiplied days; cf. Gen 6:3] without 
trouble or suffering. R. Huna said in R. Jose’s name: It was in order that men might under-
stand the calendrical cycles and calculations. Our Sages said: It was in order that they might 
receive the punishment of themselves and also of the Generations that followed them (Gen.
Rab. 26.5)” (ibidem).
 30 Cf. L. Birney, An exegetical study of genesis 6,1–4, 47.
 31 J. E. Coleran, The sons of God in Genesis 6,2, 491
 32 R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4”, 23.
 33 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 107.
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rate it was the second century A.D. that saw a “widespread reaction in Judaism 
against the interpretation of bene Elohim as angels”34. Be they earthly rulers – 
kings or simply persons led by sensual pleasures they were considered human 
figures. Thus the nonsupernatural interpretation prevailed over among Jewish 
commentators. 

The nonsupernatural interpretation would eventually be accepted by 
most Christian writers. However as I  have already mentioned among the in 
the second and third century Christian authors the angelic interpretation 
was dominant. A  progressive dissatisfaction with that angelic interpretation 
was definitely related to a  progressive lack of respect towards the Enochic 
literature. A. Y. Reed states that “the Christian rejection of the angelic approach 
to Gen 6:1–4 occurred concurrently with the abandonment of early Enochic 
Pseudepigrapha”35. That might occur in the late third and fourth century A.D. 
On the other hand one should keep in mind that it was already Julius Africanus 
(A.D. 160–240) to give an alternative (nonsueprnatural) reading of Gen 6:1–4. 
He saw a possibility that by the sons of God the Sethites were meant in the text36. 
At the same time he did not condemn or abandon the angelic interpretation 
of the passage. He seemed to accept both as plausible37. 

Augustine (A.D. 354–430) commented on Gen 6:1–4 in his City of God. 
He  offered allegorical approach to the sons of God and daughters of men 
considering them as cities – respectively city of God and city of man (15.22):

And by these two names (sons of God and daughters of men) the two cities are 
sufficiently distinguished. For though the former were by nature children of men, 
they had come into possession of another name by grace. For in the same Scripture 
in which the sons of God are said to have loved the daughters of men, they are also 
called angels of God; whence many [!] suppose that they were not men but angels38.

 34 P. S. Alexander, The Targumim and Early Exegesis of “Sons of God” in Genesis 6, JJS 23 
(1972) 60–71 [62]. A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 207, observes that “in the early Middle Ages, 
that Rabbinic Jewish sources even deign to suggest again that the sons of God of Gen 6:2 
might be angels”. She also points out that it seems to prove “that the Rabbinic rejection of 
the angelic interpretation of Gen 6:1–4 was not merely a matter of exegetical concern. The 
attitude towards this readings seems to root in polemics against minim who used Enochic 
texts and traditions – and, hence, in the broader construction of Rabbinic authority over 
against other forms of Judaism” (ibidem). Cf. also R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of 
Genesis 6:2,4, 21.
 35 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 218. 
 36 Cf. J. Dochhorn, The Motif of the Angels’ Fall in Early Judaism, 480.
 37 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 219. 
 38 After J. C. VanderKam, 1 Enoch, Enochic Motifs, and Enoch in Early Christian Litera-
ture, 86.
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In the following verse (15:23) he admits that it might be possible for the 
angels of God to appear in bodies, but as for the case in Gen 6:1–4 he states 
firmly that he “could by no means believe that God’s holy angels could at that 
time have so fallen”39. Thus he rejected the angelic interpretation of the passage 
concerned.

After abandoning the angelic interpretation, Christian exegetes embraced 
the anthropological interpretation which had already been suggested by Julius 
Africanus namely, that the sons of God from Gen 6:1–4 were sons of Seth. 
They sinned by intermarrying with the daughters of Cain (i.e. the daughters 
of men)40. Newman believes that “the Christian nonsupernatural view – sons 
of Seth or believers – is most likely based on the NT use of sons of God for 
believers (e.g., in John 1:12), coupled with Gen 4:26 and 5:24”41. 

Conclusion

In conclusion we may say that in modern days the situation seems to be still 
complex. Regardless of what C. Westermann declared, the interpretation of 
Gen 6:1–4 is still “an open case”. Commentators differ mostly in determining 
the identity of the sons of God. Whereas some see in them angels for others they 
are just humans. They were called respectively – supernatural (angelic) and 
nonsupernatural (anthropological) interpretations. It seems in order to bring 
forth the most common arguments which both sides use in support of their 
claims. Supernatural interpretation.

The title sons of God is clearly used in the Bible to refer to angels (Hb 1–2; 
Ps 29:1). The story of Gen 6:1–4 intends to draw a contrast between sons of God 
and daughters of men. There is no doubt the latter are women representing 
human race – hence the sons of God must represent divine world and hence are 
angels. Finally, extra biblical sources seem to support this thesis. For example 
in Ugaritic mythology sons of God are also attested to. They are members of the 
divine pantheon. Hence Gen 6:1–4 up to a point echoes this pattern.

 39 R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 26.
 40 A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels, 221.
 41 R. C. Newman, The Ancient Exegesis of Genesis 6:2,4, 33.
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Nonsupernatural interpretation

The idea of sexual intercourse as related to the angels in the OT is totally ab-
sent. Such unions would have had mythological background and the Torah as 
a whole is totally opposed to mythology. Gen 6:1–4 clearly states that the pu-
nishment falls upon humans and not on any angels – hence human beings are 
meant. As a matter of fact the context calls for anthropological interpretation. 
The story is followed by the flood which is to wipe out the universally corrupt 
human race. Gen 6:1–4 is one more exemplification of the corruption of the 
people on earth. 

Summary 

Gen 6:1-4 has not ceased to challange exegetes. The key problem remains the indentity 
of the misterious Sons of God who are the main protagonists of the perycopy. The ar-
ticle focuses on the main issues related to the understanding of Gen 6:1-4 and presents 
a survay of the most prominent approaches to it. 

Streszczenie

Perykopa Rdz 6,1–4 wciąż pozostaje wyzwaniem dla egzegetów. Główny problem sta-
nowi pytanie o tożsamość głównych bohaterów tego opowiadania, którymi są tajem-
niczy Synowie Boży. Artykuł koncentruje się na głównych zagadnieniach związanych 
z rozumieniem Rdz 6,1–4 oraz prezentuje przegląd najważniejszych interpretacji, które 
pojawiły się w historii egzegezy tego fragmentu.


